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WIRELESS MOBILE CHARGING SYSTEM
1 INTRODUCTION
The recent trends in mobile charging is wireless charging. The wireless charging system, as the name
suggests, charges the mobile handset without plugging in and handling wires. Wireless charging systems
are becoming popular and such systems can be seen in automobiles as well. Several options are available
to accommodate a wireless charging system. Some of them are the ones that can connect to the USB port
and are mounted in-house in the car. Some get connected to the USB port and are portable and can be
used anywhere.
There are various topologies used for the wireless power transfer. In sync to this, several standards are
formed to monitor the development of the wireless power transfer devices for commercial use. As
described in [1], there are three standards for wireless power transfer at present: Qi, PMA and A4WP. Qi
and PMA make use of the same magnetic induction principle, while A4WP uses the resonant inductive
method. Table 1 shows the differences between these three standards.

Table 1: Standards governing development of wireless power transfer devices [1].

This design example focuses on the design, simulation and analysis of a wireless charging system working
on Inductive Charging technique that is fitted in an automobile. The top level schematic of the design is
shown in Figure 1 . The system consists of two main sections: a transmitter and a receiver. The input
terminals of the transmitter connect to the car battery. More details on the design are given in the
sections that follow.
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Figure 1: Top level schematic of Wireless Charging System.
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2 WIRELESS CHARGING SYSTEM DESIGN
The system is designed to transfer power through induction between two coils. In automobiles, the
transmitter is fitted in a comfortable position in the dashboard or other area so that the mobile can
be placed and charged wirelessly. There are two subsystems in the design:
1) Transmitter
2) Receiver

2.1 TRANSMITTER
The transmitter plays a key role in transmitting the required power when a compatible mobile device
is available to start transmitting power. The key blocks in a transmitter are shown in Figure 2.

Battery

MoSFET Bridge

Transmitter Coil

Control and
Communication
Figure 2: Transmitter block diagram

The input to this system is the car battery. So, the DC voltage has a vast variation between 9V and 16V.
The system should work normally in the entire range of this voltage. The DC voltage from the battery
is converted to AC by the MOSFET bridge. The MOSFET operates in phase shifted mode and the AC
output is connected to the transmitter coil. The MOSFETs are switched at a frequency of ~240kHz
resulting in a 120kHz AC voltage waveform. The transmitter coil is made in such a way that it ensures
that the leakage flux is minimal.
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2.1.1 MOSFET Bridge
The MOSFET Bridge is a H-Bridge configuration whose gate is switched using phase shifted pulse width
modulation technique. The switching frequency is selected close to the resonant frequency of the
series resonant components L and C. If this is not close, the leakage impedance increases and results
in very low transmitted voltages when the distance between the transmitter and receiver increases.
Following are the steps in selecting the MOSFETs for the bridge:
1) The input to this bridge is from the car battery whose voltage can go to a maximum of 16V.
Taking a factor of safety (FOS) of 2 to consider for the switching transients, the minimum
forward breakdown voltage required is 32V. So, the MOSFET selected should have a
breakdown voltage of around 32V.
2) The rated power output is 5W. Taking transfer efficiency of ~ 60% from Table 1, the input
power = 5W * 1/0.6 = 5/0.6 = 8.33 W. So, the input considered for the design is 10W. The
average input current is thus VDCMIN /PMAX= 9V / 10W = 0.9A. So, the average IDMAX of the
MOSFET should be at least 2A considering 2 times FOS.
3) The switching frequency is ~240kHz, which translates to ~4uS. So, the switching times should
not be more than 40nS to accommodate proper switching of the devices within a given
switching cycle.
With these considerations, the MOSFET from ON Semiconductor (Part No: NTLJS4114N) is selected.
The ON resistance (RDSON) of this MOSFET is low so that the conduction loss in the MOSFET bridge is
minimized. The switching loss is minimized by phase-shifted PWM and series resonance. The
hierarchical schematic is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: MOSFET bridge in transmitter
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2.1.2 Transmitter coil
The transmitter coil is envisaged as the primary winding of an air core transformer. The primary
winding has a magnetization inductance and a winding resistance. As per the standard equations from
[2], the primary inductance is selected as 4.558uH. An ideal inductor with l = 4.558uH and r = 5m is
used for this instance as seen in Figure 4.
The secondary winding of the transformer will be the receiver coil. The magnetic coupling between
the transmitter and receiver coils is defined by the coupling coefficient (k.sin).

Figure 4: Inductor Modeled to Emulate Transmitter Coil

2.1.3 Control and Communication
The control is implemented in an open loop configuration with the following control considerations:
1) The transmitter continuously pings and detects for a compatible device. The pings are analog
pings and when a compatible device is detected, continuous power transfer starts. The
transmitter shall send three analog pings (1ms on time and 1ms off time) and when the load
is detected, the transmit cycle shall be initiated.
2) The MOSFETs in the bridge must be switched in a phase shifted PWM control method with a
switching frequency of 240kHz.
3) The current should be monitored and the MOSFET bridge should be driven only when the load
current is within the prescribed limits.
4) When a dummy load or a metal object that can heat up upon injecting power into it is placed
on the transmitter coil, the control shall detect the high current and suspend the transmit
cycle.
5) Even when the receiver is detected, if the receiver is being charged from a USB charger, the
transmission of power shall be disabled.
This functionality is modeled using the StateAMS tool available in Saber modeling tools and the model
can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Transmit Control Modeled in StateAMS tool

2.2 RECEIVER
The receiver is a AC to DC converter. The main function of the receiver is to charge the battery on
board the device. The common practice is to allow two options for charging.
1) Through wireless power from the receiver coil.
2) From USB power, powered from a USB power source.
So, the receiver must select between the USB power and the wireless power. Since the USB power has
a higher efficiency, this has a higher priority. When the USB power is available, the wireless power
transfer is disabled.
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The main function of the receiver is to translate the AC power received from the receiver coil to DC
power that is compatible for charging the battery in the device. In addition, the receiver shall
communicate to the transmitter whether or not it needs power.
There are two stages in translating the power from the receiver coil to the load:
1) AC to DC conversion
2) DC to DC conversion
2.2.1 AC to DC Conversion
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the receiver coil can be visualized as the secondary winding of the air
core transformer. So, the output is AC voltage and current. The AC voltage is first converted to DC
voltage using a diode bridge circuit shown in Figure 6. The amount of voltage induced in the receiver
coil varies with coupling between the transmitter coil and the receiver coil. So, the DC voltage is not
regulated. And this variation can vary over a wide range depending on coupling. To regulate this
unregulated DC voltage, a DC-DC buck converter is designed.

Figure 6: AC to DC Conversion on the Receiver

2.2.2 DC to DC Conversion
The DC-DC converter is a buck converter operated at a switching frequency of 200kHz. The output is
regulated at a voltage to give enough headroom for the linear regulator following the buck converter.
The output filter of the buck converter is designed to have a cutoff frequency, which should be around
1/5th of the switching frequency. This value comes to 40kHz. So, the L and C values are selected to
have a cutoff frequency around 15khz, which is less than the required value. This allows for a much
slower response of the controlled DC voltage and the control loop.
The regulated DC output is then fed into a linear regulator to help for further control on the DC voltage.
The regulator is set to output 5V. In the present configuration, the input voltage of the linear regulator
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is controlled at 7V to give sufficient headroom always. This helps to ensure a constant voltage at the
output terminal (vout). An additional control that optimizes the headroom in relation to load current
can be implemented to improve the efficiency. So, the DC to DC buck converter enables for further
improvement of the system efficiency. Figure 7 shows the buck and linear regulator connections to
the load.

Figure 7: DC to DC Conversion on the Receiver

The controller shown in Figure 8 maintains the dc voltage constant at 7V so that the linear regulator
controls the output voltage at 5V. In addition, the controller detects the presence of USB power source
to enable or disable the DC to DC conversion and the transmitter.

Figure 8: Receiver Controller for Controlling the Buck Converter and Transmitter
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2.2.3 Communication
The receiver shall monitor the current from the USB power source and communicates the same to the
transmitter. When the USB power source is not available, the absence of current from the USB power
source detected by the receiver shall enable the transmitter.
In the present design, the node is connected physically, but in practice, this signal is communicated to
the transmitter without wires. Other details that are transmitted in a practical device are the details
of the device and ready for transfer communication signals. For simplicity, only power transfer enable
signal is transmitted to the transmitter side by connecting the nodes together.

3 WIRELESS CHARGING SYSTEM SIMULATION
The blocks explained in the previous section are simulated for time domain analysis. The various
features of the design that were tested in this example are as follows:
1) The system’s performance for varying input battery voltage at the transmitter.
2) The system’s performance for varying position of the receiver which is simulated by changing
the coefficient of coupling between the transmitter and receiver coils.
3) Analog pings to initiate power transfer. The continuous power transfer start upon successful
response for three pings.
4) Enable and disable function when the USB power supply is disabled and enabled.
5) Foreign Object Detection to ensure safety. When there is a conductive sheet or an iron plate
placed on the transmitter, power transfer shall be disable.
To perform these simulations, analyzing and reporting the results, three experiments are added in the
design.
1) Transient_battery_variation.ai_expt to test the system’s performance for
varying battery voltage and understand the analog pings functionality. The results also show
that the transmission is disabled when the USB power source is connected and enabled once
the USB power source is switched off.
2) Transient_coupling_variation.ai_expt to test the system’s performance for
varying coupling coefficients, and hence the impact of placement of the device.
3) Foreign_object_detection.ai_expt to check if the system disables once a foreign
object is detected. This experiment uses a fault set that shorts the receiver coil to emulate the
foreign object. A shorted secondary of the transformer is like a conductive plate placed
between the transmitter and receiver coils.

3.1 REVIEW OF ANALYSES
3.1.1 Transient Analysis for Varying Battery Voltage
The input to the transmitter is connected to the vehicle battery. So, the battery voltage can vary from
9V to 16V. It is important that the charging system works normally over the entire voltage range. The
experiment transient_battery_variation.ai_expt, a snapshot of which is shown in
Figure 9, is used to perform this analysis. The experiment runs transient analysis at various voltages
and after simulation at each voltage, a graph shows up for analyzing the important waveforms. The
graphs are plotted by executing aim scripts to display intermediate results from the analyses. This
enables us to view the results while the rest of the analyses in the experiment are executed.
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Figure 9: Experiment to Perform Transient Analysis at Different Battery Voltages

It can be seen in Figure 9 that there are some measurements added at the end of the experiment and
the average value of the output voltage (vout) at each value of battery voltage is checked. A
PASS/FAIL criteria is included to make sure that the output voltage is within 10% tolerance about the
rated voltage.
3.1.2 Transient Analysis for Varying Coupling
It is necessary that the device that has the receiver coil be placed very close to the transmitter coil for
better coupling. This experiment shown in Figure 10 is to determine the necessary level of coupling
coefficient required for successful power transfer.

Figure 10: Experiment to Perform Transient Analysis at Difference Coupling Coefficients

The experiment checks the performance for four coupling levels. The buck converter output voltage
is measured and checked if it has sufficient voltage to accommodate for the drop out voltage and the
rated output voltage.
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3.1.3 Foreign Object Detection testing
This analysis is essential to safety that the transmitter does not transmit power on to a foreign object.
This is a critical safety mechanism as this may cause injury to the users. The background to this issue
is that there is a possibility of intervention of a foreign conductive object intentionally or
unintentionally between the receiver and the transmitter. In such a case, if the transmitter continues
to transmit power, the conductive object gets heated up. This might result in an injury if the user
touches the heated surface.
From the basics of transformer design, placing a conductive plate in the path of magnetic flux is
equivalent to a short circuited secondary. To test this functionality, a fault set is added in the design.
The resistor whose resistance value is 100meg under normal operating condition which is available
across the receiver coil is shorted in steady state at the required instant. The fault set applies this fault
during power transfer phase. From the previous experiments, it can be observed that the power
transfer phase starts at 6ms (Figure 12). So, the fault is applied at 7ms. Figure 11 shows the fault set
and the experiment for performing this analysis.

Figure 11: Experiment and Fault Set for Foreign Object Detection Testing

3.2 HOW TO RUN THE EXPERIMENTS
1) Open the design wireless_charging_system.ai_dsn from attached design folder.
2) On the Simulate tab, select Experiment from the Analysis list and
transient_battery_variation from the Experiment list.
3) Click the GO button.
4) Once the first transient analysis in the experiment is complete, a graph that plots the
important signals is displayed in a new graph. Similarly, graphs for transient analysis are
displayed, once the analysis is complete, by aim scripts that are included in the experiment.
5) Once the progress is 100%, an Experiment Report is displayed in the Results tab. Double-click
it to see the measurements and the tests included in the Experiment.
6) To run the simulation to understand the effects of variation in coupling coefficient, go to the
Simulate
tab.
Select
Experiment
in
the
Analysis
list
and
transient_coupling_vatiation in the Experiments list. Click the GO button.
7) Graphs shows up for analyzing the results while the Experiment is executed, by the aim scripts.
8) Once the Experiment progress is 100%, an Experiment Report also shows up with the
measurements as in step 5.
9) To test the design for foreign object detection, run the foreign_object_detection
Experiment from the experiments list in the Simulate Tab.
10) The graph that shows up after the execution of the Experiment is complete displays the
required waveforms for understanding the performance of the system.
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3.3 REVIEW OF RESULTS
As explained in Section 3.1, for the three experiments, there are several graphs that are plotted for
analyzing the performance. This section gives more insight into the various graphs that are plotted
and the experiment results.
3.3.1 Transient Analysis for Varying Battery Voltage
When the execution of the experiment transient_battery_variation is in progress, three
graphs are displayed. The graph shown in Figure 12 is for Battery voltage = 12V.

Figure 12: Simulation Result for Battery Voltage = 12V

There are two square pulses on the rectified voltage (v_rect) signal signifying the first two pings and
upon successful third ping, the transfer phase starts. A high value on the transfer_on signal
confirms that the connection between the transmitter and the receiver is established. The transfer is
disabled when the USB power is turned ON. This is communicated to the transmitter by the receiver
through wireless_comm signal. The signal goes high once the receiver needs power. So, the pings
start once again to validate the device. The v_sw is the output voltage of the buck converter. This
signal is controlled to maintain 7V, providing enough headroom for the linear regulator. Finally, the
vout signal is regulated at 5V.
The battery voltage is reduced to the low value of 9V to see if there is still sufficient voltage for the
regulator and whether the output voltage is maintained constant at the rated voltage of 5V. The result
from this simulation is shown in Figure 13. Similarly, the system is tested at the high level of battery
to ensure there are no abnormal conditions. The results from this condition are shown in Figure 14.
All the signals described earlier can be verified for normal operation and confirmed if they are as
expected.
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Figure 13:Simulation Result for Battery Voltage = 9V

Figure 14:Simulation Result for Battery Voltage = 16V
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3.3.2 Transient Analysis Results with Varying Coupling Coefficient
The experiment transient_coupling_variation.ai_expt simulates the design for
varying coupling coefficient and the various graphs that are generated during the analysis are shown
in Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18.

Figure 15: Simulation Result with Coupling Coefficient = .95

Figure 16: Simulation Result with Coupling Coefficient = .85
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Figure 17: Simulation Result with Coupling Coefficient = .80

Figure 18: Simulation Result with Coupling Coefficient = .75

The results show that the output voltage (vout) is held constant at 5V when the coupling between
the transmitter and receiver is 95%, 85%, and 80%. After the third successful ping, power transfer is
initiated. When the coupling is changed to 75% (Figure 18), the communication could not be
established as the voltage induced in the receiver coil (v_rect) is not sufficient to drive the load at
the rated load voltage. So, power transfer is not initiated in this case. The mobile software application
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can communicate to the user that the device be placed in proper position to start charging when such
a condition is detected.
The same can be confirmed from the experiment report shown in Figure 19:

Figure 19: Experiment Report showing the measurements and the PASS/FAIL criteria.

3.3.3
Foreign Object Detection Testing Results
When the experiment foreign_object_detection.ai_expt is run, a graph named fod can
be seen in the Results tab. Double-click the graph to see the plot of rectified voltage and the
transmit_on_signal. As seen in Figure 20, the foreign object or the fault is inserted at 7ms. The
control algorithm detects this and disables transmit_on signal (transmit_on_signal curve).
Simultaneously, power transfer is disabled, which results in drop in voltage on the
rectified_receiver_voltage curve as seen in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Simulation Result for Foreign Object Detection Test

4 CONCLUSION
The wireless mobile charging system that works on induction principle is designed and simulated in
SaberRD. The use of Experiments eases the simulation process by automating the tasks of varying
different parameters in the design, running required analysis, and producing results in a user friendly
format. The effects of variation of battery voltage and coupling are tested. Also, simulated is the
performance of the system for foreign object detection as this is a safety critical condition. Fault Tool
is used to inject the faults at the required instances. Many more system faults can be simulated using
this tool.
Thus, SaberRD is proved to be an effective solution for simulating the various conditions in the system
and understanding their impact on the final design objective.
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